
Solve Addition And SubtrAction ProblemS  
of one And two-digit whole numberS And exPlore multiPlicAtion And diviSion

Student Activities

Addition and subtraction  
with and without borrowing and regrouping

n Use each section of the hundreds chart  
to find the correct hidden number ...................................13

n Relate each number sentence to its circled answer .........14
n Connect each number sentence using two digits 

to its representation on an open number line .................15
n Connect the cost of each item  

to the coins needed to buy it ............................................16 
n Connect each amount  

to what it can purchase exactly .........................................17
n Connect each purchase  

to the amount of change  
and its open number line representation .........................18

combining and sharing equal groups: 
multiplication and division

n Relate each set of pairs of butterflies  
to its corresponding number sentence .............................19

n Relate each representation to its number sentence ........20
n Compare each pair of equal groups and its number 

sentence to its product ......................................................21
n Relate each whole set  

to its corresponding equal fair share ................................22
n Relate each whole to its equally divided parts ................23
n Compare each numeral to its fair division by 3 or 4 ........24

Solving addition and subtraction problems  
to 18 using mental strategies

n Compare each number on a ten frame  
to its representation on a number line ...............................1

n Compare each numeral  
to the anchor of ten as represented on a number line .....2

n Compare each number line representation  
to its corresponding ten frame  
or base ten representation ..................................................3

n Match each dot pattern  
to its corresponding representation:  
playing cards, number cube and dominoes ........................4

n Compare each representation to its number sentence .....5
n Connect each pair of numbers to its correct sum ..............6
n Compare each number line to its number sentence ..........7
n Relate each number sentence  

to its corresponding representation on a number line .....8
n Connect each number line  

to its corresponding number line below ............................9

Addition and subtraction problems:  
part-part-whole and compare problems

n Relate each known part of green and orange screws  
to the total number of screws in the boxes .....................10

n Use each total number of screws and one known part  
to find the unknown part under the yellow sheet  .........11

n Compare each total and set of 10 to its difference .........12
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n Flip the tile case up.
n The answer key will appear.
n The tile pattern should 
 match the answer key.

n Close the cover 
 of the tile case.

n Lift each tile to reveal 
 the image underneath.
n Transfer each tile 
 to its corresponding 
 image below.

n Open the book to Activity 1. 
n Put the empty tile case 
 over the book.
n The CHECKMARK will cover 
 the answer key.
n There are six squares 
 in the top section.
n Place each tile on the square
 that has the same icon.

GETTING READY TO USE QUICKCHECK
You need a book and a case with six tiles.

teacher Section

 how to use QuicKchecK math  
and tips for Success .......................................................25

learning connection Activity Suggestions
n Mathematical Process Expectations:  

Problem Solving, Selecting Tools  
and Computational Strategies and Representing ............26 
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Geometry and Spatial Sense

COMPOSE AND DECOMPOSE SHAPES AND FIGURES 

Student Activities

Compose and decompose shapes within other shapes
Compare each composition  

to its decomposition, using size as a clue ......................  13
Relate each decomposition  

to its shape, using size as a clue .....................................  14
Compare each shape to its decomposition 

into smaller triangles or squares ....................................  15
Compare each tally chart  

to its composition as a larger shape ..............................  16
Compare the composition of each octagon  

to its decomposition .......................................................  17
Compare the composition of each octagon  

to the graph of its decomposition .................................  18

Sort, classify, compose and decompose  
three-dimensional figures according  
to their geometric properties
Relate each object  

to the three-dimensional figure it resembles ................  19
Relate each figure to its differently-oriented match ........  20
Compare each shape to the figure  

with that same shape in some of its faces .....................  21
Compare each group of figures  

to another of the same type ..........................................  22
Compare each figure  

to the graph of its decomposition – faces ......................  23
Compare each figure skeleton  

to its tally chart of number of vertices ..........................  24

Sort and classify polygons  
by their geometric properties
Match polygons with the same geometric properties ......  1
Match polygons with the same geometric properties ......  2
Close each open shape then match it to a similar shape 

with the same number of sides ......................................  3
Relate the number of sides in each polygon  

to its representation as a number sentence ..................  4
Relate each shape – open or closed –   

to its correct number of vertices ....................................  5
Relate each number line representation  

of number of vertices to its corresponding polygon ....  6

Compose patterns, pictures and designs  
using two-dimensional shapes
Relate each pattern to its correct pattern extension ........  7
Relate each pattern rule  

to its correct repeating geometric pattern ....................  8
Relate each object  

to the shapes found in its composition .........................  9
Use each tally chart  

to identify the geometric composition  
of each object below ......................................................  10

Relate each design composition  
to its geometric decomposition .....................................  11

Relate each design decomposition  
to its geometric composition ..........................................  12
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GETTING READY TO USE QUICKCHECK
You need a Student Resource and a case with six tiles

•	 Open	the	Student	Resource 
 to Activity 1. 
•	 Put the empty tile case 
 over the Student Resource.
•	 The	CHECKMARK	will	cover 
 the answer key.
•	 There	are	six	squares 
 in the top section.
•	 Place	each	tile	on	the	square 
 that has the same icon.

•	 Lift	each	tile	to	reveal	 
 the image underneath.
•	 Transfer	each	tile	 
 to its corresponding  
 image below.

•	Close the cover 
 of the tile case.

•	Flip the tile case up.
•	 The	answer	key	will	appear.
•	 The	tile	pattern	should 
 match the answer key.

Teacher Section

How to Use QUICKCHECK Math  
and Tips for Success .................................................... 25

Learning Connection Activity Suggestions
Mathematical	Process	Expectations:	 

Reflecting, Connecting and Communicating ................  26

• Watch students using QUICKCHECK Math 
 on our website at www.ebbp.ca.   
 Click on QUICKCHECK Math in Motion.
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Grade 2 
Student Resource Contents

Resource Title:
The title of the resource 
relates to an Overall 
Expectation of  
the Math Curriculum. Big Ideas:

Groups of activities  
are organized around 
key Math concepts  
as they relate to the 
expectation noted  
in the title.

Activity List:
The learning outcome 
for each activity is listed  
here. This makes it easier 
for teachers to target 
specific concepts for 
teaching, diagnostic  
or formative assessment 
purposes.

Teacher Section:
Teachers will find helpful 
tips and Learning 
Connections Activity 
Suggestions at the back 
of each resource.

USER GUIDE



Geometry and Spatial Sense

1 Match polygons with the same geometric properties.
n	Have	students	label	each	pair	of	polygons.	Throughout	this	book,	help	your	students	distinguish	which 

attributes of shapes and figures are geometric and which are not.
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If n appears below the activity title:

Educators	will	then	find	new	information	 
or ideas for further development of the activity.
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Student Resource Activity Page

Activity Title:
States the targeted 
learning outcome: 
Teachers know the 
purpose of the activity  
at a glance. 1. Match:

Students begin each 
activity by matching the 
shape icons on the tiles, 
to those in the squares 
of the top grid of the 
resource.

2. Think & Play:
Students move each tile 
from the top grid to  
the correct square  
in the bottom grid until 
all the tiles have been 
transferred.

3. Check:
Students close the cover 
of the plastic case  
and flip it up to see if  
the pattern revealed  
on the back of the tiles 
matches this answer key.

Activity Extension:
Provides new 
information for teachers 
or, ideas for further 
development of the 
activity.

USER GUIDE



Geometry and Spatial Sense
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LEARNING CONNECTION ACTIVITY SUGGESTIONS

Mathematical Process Expectations:  
Reflecting, Connecting and Communicating

Sort and classify various polygons  
by their geometric properties

Have	students	fold	a	piece	of	paper	in	half.	Then	have	them	draw	 
one polygon on one side of the fold and a different polygon on  
the other side.

Now have students draw polygons on each side that have the same 
number	of	vertices	as	the	first	two	that	they	drew.	Have	students	look 
at one side at a time and identify whether or not there are different 
shapes represented. Now have the students count the number of sides 
of each shape. “What do you notice about the number of vertices  
and the number of sides of the shapes you drew? Are you surprised? 
Why or why not?” Finally, have your students look at the polygons  
they drew on the other half and repeat the tasks they followed  
for the polygons on the first half. “What can we say that is true about 
all polygons?”

Compose patterns, pictures and designs  
using two-dimensional shapes

Have	students	compose	a	symmetrical	design	using	pattern	blocks.	 
Ask students to describe how their design is symmetrical.

Can	they	create	the	same	pattern	using	a	geoboard?	Have	students 
identify lines of symmetry using a different colour of elastic.
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Compose and decompose shapes within other shapes

Make an equilateral triangle template (each side 7.5 cm long)  
for your students with six triangles per page.

Photocopy	enough	so	that	students	can	have	two	pages	if	they	 
need them. Using pattern blocks, how many different ways can your 
students cover the triangle?

Sort, classify, compose and decompose three-dimensional 
figures according to their geometric properties 

Using three-dimensional figures, have partners or small groups build  
a	structure	no	more	than	30	cm	high	and	50	cm	wide.	Each	group	must 
include	figures	that	roll	and	slide	in	their	structure.	Give	the	groups	 
a time limit for building. 

Have	each	group	identify	each	figure	used	and	define	it	according	 
to one of its geometric properties, e.g. number of straight sides, 
vertices,	faces	or	surfaces.	A	T-chart	could	be	used	to	summarize	 
this information. 

Next, ask groups to create a graph that describes the number and  
type of each figure used in the structure. Referring to its geometric 
properties, each group needs to explain why they used the figures 
they did for the base, top, etc. of their structure.

Challenge

Give	each	group	a	chance	
to change their structure 
and	make	it	better.	Once	
changes are completed, 
provide time for groups 
to share with their 
classmates their thought 
process at the beginning 
of the task, and how their 
thoughts changed as they 
continued building.  
As well, students need to 
describe why they made 
the changes they did 
and whether or not they 
improved their structures.

Challenge

How	many	different	ways	
can your students find to 
cover the template using 
only two smaller pattern 
blocks? Make a graph that 
shows the decomposition 
of each way. For help 
with the graph, have your 
students review Activity 
18 from this book.
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Teacher Section

Learning Connection 
Activity Suggestions:
These suggestions are 
organized around the 
same key math concepts 
addressed in the 24 
activities. They relate  
to some of the 
Mathematical Process 
Expectations used  
in the Math Curriculum.
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